
Throughout history, steganographic textiles have been used as a tool for women’s
communication, blending together the fibre revolution and the information revolution.
During the Curiosity Academy, participants will understand and make connections with
coding information through the ages. From the messages and the themes from Noble
Women embroideries at Hardwick Hall, to cyber security techniques in the modern world,
we will discover how numbers can be represented in binary and carry out simple
operations on binary numbers.

The outcome of this STEAM approach will be to create a conversation piece around
Hardwick Hall’s conservation and light challenges to preserve this world renowned
collection of textiles. Data science in the heritage setting is an exciting opportunity for
participants to develop and apply their analytic, problem-solving, design, and
computational thinking skills in a creative way.

Turtlestich

Turtlestitch is based on a browser-based educational programming language (Snap!) to
generate patterns for embroidery machines. It looks similar to Scratch, and you’ll be using
Turtelstitch to code your own patterns and designs that will be incorporated into a final
installation piece at Hardwick Hall.

With no software to download or install, you can start to think about a design that might
include hidden messages through the steganography theme, use data you collected about
light levels around your own home or get creative with free text and a motto you generated
at the Curiosity Academy.

Getting started

Click on the image below to watch a great introductory video about Turtelstitch:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcaBKF86hBQ


Go to the Turtlestitch website using this URL: https://www.turtlestitch.org/.

Here, you’ll find lots of user guides and example files from other coders around the world.
Now you can choose between remixing somebody else’s pattern and making it into a
unique design of your own, or opening a new file to build something yourself. Our lead
artist Cora Glasser will incorporate some of these designs into a final piece, so your work
might be exported into an embroidery file which becomes part of a new textile art
installation.

Remix at Curiosity Academy

A remix is a modified and shared version of an uploaded project, so we’ve created 3
examples to get you started during the Curiosity Academy. Click on each of the images to
launch the file from the Turtelstitch website.

You’ll need to register for a free account if you’d like to save your work.

Theia, the Titan goddess of sight

https://www.turtlestitch.org/
https://www.turtlestitch.org/signup
https://www.turtlestitch.org/run#cloud:Username=clairegarside&ProjectName=TGC%20Sun


Florence, a ‘coxcomb’ rose diagram

Dare Mighty Things

https://www.turtlestitch.org/run#cloud:Username=clairegarside&ProjectName=Florence%20Flower
https://www.turtlestitch.org/run#cloud:Username=clairegarside&ProjectName=Hidden%20Light%20Dare%20Mighty%20Things

